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Our new CHIEFTAIN series is for those who demand the ultimate in luxury.

Take the best designed features of the No. 1 selling motor home in the world. Make 40 elegant additions like walnut woodgrain paneling, wedge brocade cushion fabric, and ultra-deep shag carpeting. Offer that carpeting and fabric in two coordinated colors like avocado and antique gold. Do all this and you have the new high-road, high fashioned addition to Winnebago's motor home line. We call it the CHIEFTAIN series and its available on Winnebago models—D22, D24, and D27. CHIEFTAIN the "brave new look" inside Winnebago.

CHIEFTAIN'S dinette area is highlighted with an embossed upholstered wall panel and tweed-woven nylon back cushions. Brocaded floral patterns used only in dinette seat cushions add elegant contrast to CHIEFTAIN'S dining area decor. Walnut woodgrain richness in cabinets and cupboards create color harmonies unsurpassed in recreation vehicle decor.

Green and gold antique marbles are two Marlite patterns selected for CHIEFTAIN showers. These patterns reflect the elegant hues selected throughout CHIEFTAINS. Rogue black embossed vinyl driver compartment walls and seats lead industry designers into new horizons of interior elegance.

Interior decor, however, is only one third of the CHIEFTAIN'S story. Radius cornered windows, rounded skirting, and other exterior changes refine the lines of every CHIEFTAIN.

Standard equipment on these homes also offer "Brave New" departures for the recreation vehicle industry. Listed below are just some of the standard equipment features on every CHIEFTAIN.

CHIEFTAIN is not just another motor home. It's a "brave new revolution". Years ahead of any other touring concept. Only the world's largest motor home manufacturer could economically provide this breakthrough in luxurious interior decor and added standard equipment. With Winnebago's reliable standard line of F17, D18, D22, D24, and D27 vehicles and the CHIEFTAIN series of D22, D24, and D27 you can now choose from a standard motor home package ranging from under $7,500 and up.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Features illustrated at right are standard on all Chieftain models.

ELECTRICAL FEATURES
- 110 volt air conditioner
- AM-FM radio (4 speakers)
- Built-in vacuum cleaner
- 7 cu. ft. gas/electric refrigerator
- 25 K. W. Onan generator with dash-mounted hour meter
- Standard Slide Out Battery Tray with 220 Amp and Auxiliary Batteries
- Battery volt meter

LIVEABILITY FEATURES
- Deluxe 2" shag rug—wall to wall
- Walnut grained vinyl paneling
- Flower brocaded dinette seats with embossed vinyl on reverse side
- Embossed fabric wall panel over dinette table
- Textolite kitchen countertop and back splash
- 60 gallon fresh water storage with wall mounted water gauge
- Water heater operates from either L.P. gas or engine coolant system
- Phone head shower
- Power roof vent in shower
- Marine toilet
- Twin 30 lb. gas bottles with automatic change-over valve
- Forced air-ducted heating

DRIVER-COPILOT FEATURES
- Black vacuum formed vinyl compartment walls with wall mounted arm rests and map compartment
- Black driver and co-pilot seats with head rests and arm rests
- Hercules gray tinted glass throughout
- Windshield washer
- Cruise Control
- Foam core 32" Sun visors
- Divider curtains (two)
- Overhead bunk

OPTIONAL FEATURES
- Onan 4,000 watt power plant with super sound proofing
- Second 10,000 BTU, roof mounted, 110 volt air conditioner
- Automotive air conditioner, 16,000 BTU, with roof mounted condenser.
- Stereo tape deck (8-track) with 4 speakers
- Water purifier with faucet
- Trailer Hitch
- Bumper mounted spare tire carrier and vinyl cover
- Monomatic toilet
- Mor-Ryde rubber rear suspension
- Television antenna 360 degree dome style, roof mounted with interior outlet
- Double-size co-pilot seat swivels 180 degrees
- Optional sleeping for eight (rear bunk D-22 & D-27, twin side bunks D-24)
- Optional 413 engine on D22
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